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As an assertion of man’s need 
to take responsibility for his 
a c t i o n s , t h e p l a y i s a 
devastating indictment of war-
profiteering and exposes the 
conflict between self-interest 
and civic responsibility, and 
the tension between public 
and private morality.
Opening in 1947, when the Second World War had so 
recently ended, must have been pointedly painful to the 
audience, considering how many had experienced similar 
losses of a son, a brother, a fiancé. Of course, even for 
those whose circumstances did not resemble All My Sons, 
the play’s lesson is that they are ‘all our sons’ and thus that 
the grief and culpability are communal. The play’s shocking 
revelations and Miller’s insistence that we must take 
responsibility for our actions provide a lesson about the 
destructive self-interest and the greed that drives capitalism, 
sacrificing human values to material values. TOBY ZINMAN



CRITICAL COMMENTARY

One of the most overriding themes in Miller’s plays... is what might be called the quest for 
community. How in the modern world is it possible to recapture the "primary group" 
values of affection, compassion, solidarity and responsibility? It is the tragedy of the 
industrial world, according to Miller, that the idea of community has withered, atrophied, 
and the humanistic links connecting man to man have been severely damaged. A great 
respecter of the engaged, the committed, the connected, the "political" man, Miller is 
correspondingly impatient with the complete privatization of life, both by ordinary men 
themselves in the course of their daily existence, and by playwrights who write 
psychological drama of unconnected, unrelated, atomistic men. He sees this theme as 
really the concern of all great plays: this struggle between what he calls "family 
relations" and "social relations" and what those in sociology would call a tragic struggle 
between Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft (society) values.

Paul Blumberg, “Work as Alienation in the Plays of Arthur Miller”

Miller’s protagonists, at once both complex and contradictory, are most often male and 
traditionally carry the moral burden of the play. Their suffering, sacrifice, and deliberate 
acts of passive resistance are presented as ideals with which the audience is meant to 
identify and respect. Miller crafts his characters to attain their allotment of personal 
heroism only through the acceptance of their social guilt. Each man’s tragedy ultimately 
reveals itself as a loss of private honor in the face of a more public responsibility.

Stefani Koorey, “Introduction”, Arthur Miller’s Life and Literature: An Annotated and Comprehensive Guide

[Miller’s plays] shake us out of complacency and they force us to pay attention to the 
beauty and the terror of everyday existence. No playwright in the 20th century has 
explored the emotional connections between the people we misname "ordinary" to greater 
effect than Arthur Miller.

Shirley Neuman, “Arthur Miller: Can’t Make People See Unless they Feel”

Arthur Miller is a problem playwright, in both senses of the word. As a man of independent 
thought, he is profoundly, angrily concerned with the immediate issues of our society—
with the irresponsible pressures  which are being brought to bear on free men, with the 
self-seeking which blinds whole segments of our civilization to justice, with the evasions 
and dishonesties into which cowardly men are daily slipping.

Walter Kerr, New York Herald Tribune



CRITICAL COMMENTARY

A Miller protagonist belongs to a strange breed. In every instance he is unimaginative, 
inarticulate and physically nondescript, if not downright unattractive. His roles as husband 
and father are of paramount importance to him, and yet he fails  miserably in both. He 
wants to love and be loved, but he is incapable of either giving or receiving love. And he is 
haunted by aspiration toward a joy in life that his humdrum spirit is quite unable to realize. 
Yet, in spite of all these negative characteristics, Miller’s protagonist do engage our 
imagination and win our sympathies.

Robert W. Corrigan, “Introduction”, Arthur Miller: A Collection of Critical Essays

A time will come when they will look back at us astonished that we saw something holy in 
the competition for the means of existence. But already we are beginning to ask of the 
great man, not what he has got, but what he has done for the world. Every man has an 
image of himself which fails in one way or another to correspond with reality. It’s the 
size of the discrepancy between illusion and reality that matters. The closer a man gets to 
knowing himself, the less likely he is to trip up on his own illusions. [...]

Arthur Miller

[All] plays we call great, let alone those we call serious, are ultimately involved with some 
aspect of a single problem. It is this: How may a man make of the outside world a 
home? How and in what ways must he struggle, what must he strive to change and 
overcome within himself and outside himself if he is to find the safety, the surroundings of 
love, the ease of soul, the sense of identity and honor which, evidently, all men have 
connected in their memories with the idea of family. [...]

Arthur Miller

Responsibility is a kind of love. It’s the only thing that prevents total slaughter, violence 
and nihilism. It’s the connective tissue between the individual and the tribe. It’s not a moral 
thing to me, primarily; it’s the way people stay sane—what they do to stay sane. Their 
relation to others keeps them from spinning off into insanity, which is, after all, total 
loneliness, total disconnection from other people. How are we going to end this crazy 
conflict between our realization  and a sense of one’s obligations and love for other 
people? I think we have to first stop thinking in terms of ending the conflict and 
concentrate on finding what is fruitful—and what is death-dealing in it. [...]

Arthur Miller



CRITICAL COMMENTARY

The American Dream is the largely unacknowledged screen in front of which all American 
writing plays itself out—the screen of the perfectibility of man. ... Early on we all drink up 
certain claims to self-perfection that are absent in a large part of the world. People 
elsewhere tend to accept, to a far greater degree anyway, that the conditions of life are 
hostile to man’s pretensions. The American idea is different in the sense that we think that 
if we could only touch it, and live by it, there’s a natural order in favor of us; and that the 
object of a good life is to get connected with that live and abundant order. And this forms a 
context of irony for the kind of stories we generally tell each other. After all, the stories of 
most significant literary works are of one or another kind of failure. And it’s a failure in 
relation to that screen, that backdrop. I think it pervades American writing, including my 
own.

Arthur Miller

I don’t care for a theater that is absolutely personal and has no resonance beyond that. 
We’ve become so accustomed to that we’ve forgotten that for most of mankind’s history, 
the theater was quite the other way. Theater was involved with the fate of the kingdom and 
the importance of power, of rank, of public policy. It’s in Shakespeare. It’s absolutely 
essential in Greek drama. Ours is almost excessively bourgeois in that it presumes the 
world really has no effect upon us. ... In Greece’s best times, people who were nonpolitical 
were regarded as idiots. It was the idiot who didn’t understand that man was social, that 
our fate in the deepest sense of the word was bound up with all of mankind.

Arthur Miller

The assumption—or presumption behind [my] plays is that life has meaning. I would now 
add ... that what they meant to me at the time of writing is not in each instance the same 
as what they mean to me now in the light of further experience. ... The society to which I 
responded was constantly changing, as it is changing while I write this sentence.

Arthur Miller



CRITICAL COMMENTARY

The crime in All My Sons is not one that is about to be committed but one that has long 
since been committed. There is no question of its consequences being ameliorated by 
anything Chris Keller or his father can do: the damage has been done irreparably. The 
stakes remaining are purely the conscience of Joe Keller and the awakening to the evil 
he has done, and the conscience of the son in the face of what he has discovered about 
his father. One could say that the problem was to make a fact of morality, but it is more 
precise, I think, to say that the structure of the play is designed to bring a man into the 
direct path of the consequences he has wrought…

Joe Keller’s trouble, in a word, is not that he cannot tell right from wrong but that his cast 
of mind cannot admit that he, personally, has any viable connection with his world, his 
universe, or his society. He is not a partner in society, but an incorporated member…

This fortress which All My Sons lays siege to is the fortress of unrelatedness. It is an 
assertion not so much of a morality in terms of right and wrong, but of a moral world’s 
being such because men cannot walk away from certain of their deeds. In this sense 
Joe Keller is a threat to society and in this sense the play is a social play. Its "socialness" 
does not reside in its having dealt with the crime of selling defective materials to a nation 
at war—the same crime could easily be the basis of a thriller which would have no place in 
social dramaturgy. It is that the crime is seen as having roots in a certain relationship of 
the individual to society, and to a certain indoctrination he embodies, which, if 
dominant, can mean a jungle existence for all of us no matter how high our buildings soar.

Arthur Miller, "Introduction" Arthur Miller’s Collected Plays, 1957

No, I am not really interested in "realism." I never was. What I’m very much interested in is 
reality. This is something that can be quite different. Realism can conceal reality, perhaps 
a little easier than any other form, in fact. But what I am interested in is the poetic, the 
confluence of various forces in a surprising way; the reversals of man’s plans for 
himself; the role of fate, of myth, in his  life; his beliefs in false things; his 
determination to tell the truth until it hurts, but not afterwards, and so on.

Arthur Miller, Michigan Quarterly Review, 1985

All My Sons slashes at all the defective parts of our social morality: but most of all it 
slashes at the unsocial nature of family loyalties, of protecting or aggrandizing the tribe 
at the expense of society at large.

Louis Kronenberger, 1947



STUDENT GUIDE

INTRODUCTION.

The action of the play is set in August 1947, in the mid-west of the U.S.A. The events depicted occur between 
Sunday morning and a little after two o'clock the following morning.

Joe Keller, the protagonist, is a man who loves his family above all else, and has sacrificed everything, 
including his honour, in his struggle to make the family prosperous. He is now sixty-one. He has lost one son 

in the war, and is keen to see his remaining son, Chris, marry. Chris wishes to marry Ann, the former fiancée 
of his brother, Larry. Their mother, Kate, believes Larry still to be alive. It is this belief which has enabled her, 

for three and a half years, to support Joe by concealing her knowledge of a dreadful crime he has committed.

Arthur Miller, the playwright, found the idea for Joe's crime in a true story, which occurred during the second 

world war: a manufacturer knowingly shipped out defective parts for tanks. These had suffered mechanical 

failures which had led to the deaths of many soldiers. The fault was discovered, and the manufacturer 
convicted. In All My Sons, Miller examines the morality of the man who places his narrow responsibility to 

his immediate family above his wider responsibility to the men who rely on the integrity of his work.

BACKGROUND.

Three and a half years before the events of the play, Larry Keller was reported missing in action, while flying 
a mission off the coast of China. His father, Joe Keller, was head of a business which made aero engine 

parts. When, one night, the production line began to turn out cracked cylinder heads, the night foreman 
alerted Joe's deputy manager, Steve Deever as he arrived at work. Steve telephoned Joe at home, to ask 

what to do. Worried by the lost production and not seeing the consequences of his decision, Joe told Steve 

to weld over the cracks. He said that he would take responsibility for this, but could not come in to work, as 
he had influenza. Several weeks later twenty-one aeroplanes crashed on the same day, killing the pilots.

Investigation revealed the fault in the cylinder heads, and Steve and Joe were arrested and convicted. On 

appeal, Joe denied Steve's (true) version of events, convinced the court he knew nothing of what had 

happened, and was released from prison. Before his last flight, Larry wrote to his fiancée, Ann, Steve's 
daughter. He had read of his father's and Steve's arrest. Now he was planning suicide.

Three and a half years later, Ann has told no-one of this letter. Kate Keller knows her husband to be guilty of 

the deaths of the pilots and has convinced herself that Larry is alive. She will not believe him dead, as this 

involves the further belief that Joe has caused his own son's death, an intolerable thought. She expects Larry 
to return, and keeps his room exactly as it was when he left home. She supports Joe's deception. In return 

she demands his support for her hope that Larry will come back. Ann and her brother, George, have 
disowned their father, believing him guilty. But George has gone at last to visit his father in jail, and Steve has 

persuaded him of the true course of events.

The play opens on the following (Sunday) morning; by sheer coincidence, Ann has come to visit the Kellers. 

For two years, Larry's brother, Chris, has written to her. Now he intends to propose to her, hence the 
invitation. She is in love with him and has guessed his intention. On the Saturday night there is a storm; a 

tree, planted as a memorial to Larry, is snapped by the wind. Kate wakes from a dream of Larry and, in the 
small hours, enters the garden to find the tree broken.



STUDENT GUIDE

CHARACTERS.

Joe Keller, owner of a factory - tragic hero (but common), American everyman, devoted father
Kate Keller, Joe’s wife - the fulcrum of the family, embodying deceit and self-interest

Chris Keller, son of Joe and Kate - close to a Christ-like figure with his high moral ideals

Ann Deever, former fiancée of the Kellers' dead son, Larry - shares Chris’s ideals
George Deever, Ann’s brother

Dr. Jim Bayliss, next door neighbor to the Kellers  - ‘the voice of disillusioned experience’, ‘authorial voice’
Sue Bayliss, Jim’s wife - utterly cynical, with material ambitions

Frank Lubey, neighbor to the Kellers - dabbles with astrology, escaped multiple drafts, has come to wealth

Lydia Lubey, Frank’s wife - mother of three; stereotypical, one-dimensional female figure
Bert, adolescent neighbor - essentially a plot device to allude to prison / punishment

OUTLINE OF EVENTS.

Autumn, 1943: Joe allows Steve to supply the USAAF with faulty cylinder heads

Late autumn, 1943: Twenty-one planes crash; Joe and Steve arrested
November 25, 1943: Larry crashes plane deliberately off coast of China

1944?: Joe makes successful appeal; Steve remains in prison
1945: Chris Keller starts to write to Ann Deever

August, 1947: Ann visits Chris; George (unknown to Ann) visits Steve

Saturday _ August, 1947: Larry's memorial blown down
Sunday _ August, 1947: Opening of the play

SYNOPSIS.

Factory owner Joe Keller’s comfortable middle-class life is shaken to its core on a single late summer Sunday 

in 1947. His son Chris intends to propose marriage to Ann Deever, the daughter of Joe’s former business 
partner who is now in prison for having sold defective equipment to the Army Air Force. Ann was once the 

girlfriend of Chris’ brother Larry, missing in action for three years. Chris’ mother cannot accept their 
engagement because she refuses to give up hope that Larry is still alive and will return home. Into this 

household already fraught with tension, Ann’s brother George brings information that Joe deliberately 

allowed his partner to take the blame for the faulty equipment and has for years escaped punishment for his 
part in causing the deaths of 21 pilots. Joe is doubly wounded by Chris’ revulsion of his wartime choices and 

by the revelation that Larry died attempting to expiate his crimes. Forced to confront the consequences of his 
culpability, Joe takes desperate and devastating action.

At the heart of the drama lie the contrary world views held by Chris and Joe Keller. Chris fought in World War 
II and saw his comrades-in-arms give their lives for each other in universal brotherhood. He strains to find a 

similar moral grounding in his post-war life. Joe prospered during the war, but knew if he lost the lucrative 
Army contract he risked losing his whole business. He devoted his life to providing a comfortable future for 

his family. Chris struggles with his affection and loyalty for his father and his concept of justice and universal 
brotherhood which his father offended.



STUDENT GUIDE

GLOSSARY.

Andy Gump

a cartoon strip that first appeared in 1917, created by Sidney Smith. “...who never reads anything but Andy 
Gump has three children...” (Act 2)

Army Air Force

from 1942 and until 1947, the Air Force was part of the U.S. Army (along with the Army Ground Forces and 

Services of Supply). In 1947, the Department of the Air Force was created, establishing the U.S. Air Force as 
we more or less know it today.

“...cracked cylinder heads to the Army Air Force;...” (Act 1)

battalion

an army’s basic maneuver unit of between 500 to 1,000 soldiers, usually led by a lieutenant colonel. During 
WWII the U.S. Army normally had three infantry battalions to a regiment and nine to a division (two-star 

generals head up a division).
“In the battalion he was known as Mother McKeller.” (Act 1)

broadcloth

in contrast to the hair shirt, an expensive woolen fabric with lustrous finish.

“But if Chris wants people to put on the hair shirt let him take off his broadcloth.” (Act 2)

brooch

an incorrect pronunciation of broach: to bring up a topic for discussion. “When he comes I’d like you to 

brooch something to him.” (Act 2)

Casanova

Venetian adventurer and author (1725-98), most famous for seducing wealthy women and charming the elite 

of France; has come to mean a “ladies man.”

“Drink your tea, Casanova.” (Act 1)

Columbus

capital of Ohio and site of the state penitentiary. “George is calling from Columbus.” (Act 1)

company

subdivision of a battalion, usually consisting of about 100 men, usually led by a lieutenant or captain.
“You remember, overseas, I was in command of a company.” (Act 1)

cylinder heads

the top of a cylinder encasing the valves and spark plugs in an internal combustion engine. A hole (or crack) in 
the cylinder head would lead to a lack of compression of fuel and air in the engine so combustion is 

compromised and the engine won’t start..

“the guy who sold cracked cylinder heads...” (Act 1)



STUDENT GUIDE

dast

had better dare.
“Nobody in this house dast take her faith away.” (Act 1)

dasn’t

dare not.

“No, she dasn’t feel that way.” (Act 1)

Detroit

an economically distraught city until the war, when it became one of the most important industrial cities in 

the nation. More than 50% of U.S. war materials were manufactured there, and the Manhattan Project had 
one of its three secret plants outside of Detroit.

“Did they ship a gun or truck outa Detroit before they got their price?” (Act 3)

Don Ameche

popular leading man of the 1930s-1940s. There’s no record of Ameche playing a doctor in a film released 
around 1947, but he played the title character in The Story of Alexander Graham Bell in 1939 and was long 

associated with that role.

“There was as doctor in that picture ...” “Don Ameche!” (Act 1)

draft

the first peacetime draft in U.S. history was held in 1940 for men ages 21 to 35, to serve one year. It was 

extended to 18 months of service in August 1941. After Pearl Harbor, Congress amended the draft law, 
removing restrictions and lengthening the term of service to the duration of the war plus six months and 

extending registration to all males between ages 18 and 65, with those between 20 and 45 eligible for the 

draft. More than 10 million men were drafted for World War II.
“No, he was always one year ahead of the draft.” (Act 2)

Eagle Scouts

the highest rank in the Boy Scouts of America. Indicates young men of high moral calibre. “You had big 
principles, Eagle Scouts the three of you;...” (Act 2)

exonerated

to clear completely from accusation or blame and any attendant suspicion of guilt. “He was exonerated, your 

father’s still there.” (Act 1)

Fascism

dictatorial government that opposes democracy, promotes an aggressive military and glorifies the nation-

state and racist ideologies; the term first applied to Mussolini’s party in Italy but is also applicable to Nazism 
in Germany and Franco’s regime in Spain, all of whom were members of the Axis during WWII.

“While you were getting mad at Fascism Frank was getting into her bed.” (Act 2) 

fast

wild, sexually promiscuous.

“So what? I’m not fast with women.” (Act 1)



STUDENT GUIDE

General Motors

by 1947, GM had manufactured over 25 million cars and more than $12.3 billion worth of war material; one of 
the “big three automakers” along with Ford and DaimlerChrysler, GM was the size the Kellers could only 

dream of attaining, but clearly also means the Kellers are doing well.

“I saw your factory on the way from the station. It looks like General Motors.” (Act 2)

George Bernard Shaw

Irish playwright (1856-1950) noted for dazzling wit, irony, satire and brilliant command of the English 

language.
“George Bernard Shaw as an elephant.” (Act 1)

haberdashering

dealing in men’s clothes and accessories. “You still haberdashering?” (Act 1)

hair shirt

a scratchy, uncomfortable shirt made of coarse animal hair; worn next to skin for penance and often 
associated with martyrs.

“Research pays twenty-five dollars a week minus laundering the hair shirt.” (Act 2)

horoscope

a map of the heavens at the time of a person’s birth which shows the position of the stars and planets within 
the zodiac, which is divided into 12 parts with corresponding signs. Horoscopes can be used to forecast a 

person’s future, personality or strengths or, in Frank’s case, to determine favorable days.
“Well, I’m working on his horoscope.” (Act 1)

What ice does that cut?

“what does that have to do with anything?” “What ice does that cut?” (Act 3)

kick-back

a reaction or repercussion; (probably not an exchange of money because of coercion or seedy business 
deals). “But weeks passed and I got no kick-back, so I was going to tell them.” (Act 2)

Labor Day

at Labor Day carnivals, there would often be a kissing booth. “What is this, Labor Day?” (Act 1)

Mahatma Gandhi

(1869-1948) political and spiritual leader of India, advocate of passive resistance. “She could turn Mahatma 

Gandhi into a heavyweight!” (Act 2)

Mother McKeller

perhaps a play on “Mother Catherine McAuley” who founded the Sisters of Mercy in Dublin in 1831 for the 

education and care of poor girls and women and the relief of the sick poor in their own homes. Mercy 

foundations have since spread throughout the world.
“In the battalion he was known as Mother McKeller.” (Act 1)
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Newfoundland dogs

large dogs (similar to the St. Bernard) with a sweet personalities and great intelligence; regularly used on 
Newfoundland fishing ships; the breed had a kind of renaissance after World War I. “For instance, here’s a 

guy is lookin’ for two Newfoundland dogs.” (Act 1)

oilstone

a fine-grained whetstone lubricated with oil, used for fine sharpening.
...puts knife down on bench, takes oilstone up to the cabinet. (Act 1, stage directions)

P-40s

the P-40 was America’s foremost fighter in service when WWII began. P-40s engaged Japanese aircraft 
during the attack on Pearl Harbor and the invasion of the Philippines in December 1941. According to the U.S. 

Air Force Museum, at the end of its WWII career, more than 14,000 P-40s had been produced for service in 

the air forces of 28 nations.
“the guy who made twenty-one P-40s crash in Australia.” (Act 1)

patsy

a sucker; often unwitting victim of a joke or scheme. “...Joe is a big shot and your father is the patsy.” (Act 2)

penitentiary

a state or federal prison for those convicted of major crimes.
“...when I got home from the penitentiary the kids got very interested in me.” (Act 1)

Playland

amusement park. Keller may be alluding to public displays of affection that occur in amusement parks.
“Every time I come out here it looks like Playland!” (Act 2)

poplars

fast growing trees (up to 10 feet a year) often used for privacy screens. ...closely planted poplars which the 

lend the yard... (Act 1, stage directions)

Post Toasties

C.W. Post started his cereal company in 1894 in Battle Creek, Michigan. Post Toasties cereal was introduced 

in 1904; treats and toys in the box have been a marketing tactic since early 1900s.
“He hands out police badges from the Post Toasties boxes.” (Act 1)

president

Harry S. Truman (U.S. President in 1947) opened a haberdashery in Kansas City, Missouri, upon his return 
from duty in WWI. “Maybe I too can get to be president.” (Act 1)

roué

a debaucherous man, a rake. “The great roué!” (Act 2)
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Russian wolfhound

tall slender hunting dog with silky white coat; the dog was considered a fashionable accessory to women in 
the Roaring ’20s. A popular image of the time was “Woman with Russian Wolfhound.” “Ain’t she classy! All 

she needs now is a Russian wolfhound.” (Act 2)

stone that fell

perhaps a reference to Artemis’ temple in Ephesus, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world, where 
was kept the “sacred stone that fell from the sky” (Acts 19:35).

“Then what was Larry to you? A stone that fell into the water?” (Act 3)

telegrams

a message transmitted by telegraph; during WWII, the Casualty Branch of the Army informed next of kin of 

casualties through telegrams. “Most of them didn’t wait till the telegrams were opened.” (Act 1)

Thomas Edison

inventor of the telegraph, phonograph, incandescent lamp, experimental electric railroad and entire electrical 
distribution system for light and power including generators, motors, light sockets with Edison base, junction 

boxes, safety fuses, underground conductors and other devices. “I don’t know why you can’t learn to turn on 

a simple thing like a toaster!” “Thomas Edison.” (Act 1)

those dear dead days beyond recall

from the opening lyric of the popular sentimental song “Love’s Old Sweet Song” (1884) by J.L. Molloy.

“Gosh, those dear dead days beyond recall.” (Act 1)

truer love hath no man

a play on “Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends” (John 15:13).

“And truer love hath no man!” (Act 2)

Warner Brothers

one of the major studios in Hollywood during the golden age. Don Ameche was contracted to 20th Century 
Fox, but could have been lent to Warner Brothers. “I would love to help humanity on a Warner Brothers 

salary.” (Act 1)

Zeppelin

rigid dirigible with a long, cigar-shaped body; very fast. The heydey of the Zeppelin was during the 1930s.

“How’d you get to the station-Zeppelin?” (Act 2)



DRAMATIC METHODS

LANGUAGE.

Diction: Miller’s dialogue is naturalistic or realistic. Joe Keller’s language is unmistakably working-

class: abbreviated sentences, sentence fragments, dropped letters and colloquialisms (e.g. gonna). 

Kate’s malapropisms suggest a similar working-class background. Chris uses ‘difficult’ words that 
demonstrate his intellect / education. George makes frequent interjections / interruptions. 

Invective. Pejorative. Laudative. Declarative. Interrogative. Imperative.

Manner of speech: Emotional. Lament. Charged. Volatile. Aggressive. Antagonistic. Hostile. 
Indignation. Restrained. Humorous. Wry.

Intention: Enquire. Answer. Persuade. Coax. Lecture. Argue. Dominate. Oppress. Spite. Challenge. 

Accuse. Attack. Deflate. Elevate. Sympathise. Affirm. Manipulate. Repudiate. Infantilise.

Imagery: The ‘jail’. The world as a ‘zoo’—animalistic, brutal, cannibalistic. 

Pauses and silences. Undertone. Phatic conversation. Maxims and truisms.

ACTION.

Distance between characters. Joe moving away from Chris.

Physical violence. Kate hitting Joe. Chris hitting Joe on the shoulder.

Other stage directions. 

STRUCTURE.

Three-act structure of tragedy: exposition, conflict, catastrophe / denouement. Deceptively calm 
and relaxed opening to Acts 1 and 2. Dramatic end to both Act 2 (Chris’s repudiation of his father 

and Joe’s admission of guilt) and Act 3 (Joe’s suicide). Joe and Chris’s conflict is arguably the play’s 

climax. Rhythm alternates between tense and relaxed moods.

Chronologically linear, morning-into-night time scheme: optimistic brightness to grim darkness, 
order to chaos. Compressed action: drama unfolds within twenty four hours or so.

Bringing the past into the present: the key incident occurs before the play’s timeline and haunts the 

characters. George’s entrance is ‘delayed’ in Act 2 and signifies the ‘return of the repressed’.

This provisional list of dramatic methods is not representative. Add to this list through your course of study.



DRAMATIC METHODS

STAGING / SYMBOLISM.

The Kellers’ backyard is the only setting in the play. It provides a ‘semi-private’ space that is both 

‘secluded’ from the rest of the community and open to visits from neighbours. Significantly, the 

backyard setting foregrounds Miller’s focus on the family in relation to the community / society-at-
large. It simultaneously establishes the nostalgic mood of the play, as it is the centre of Ann, Chris 

and Larry’s childhood. The setting also ‘conserves’ their relationships as they existed in the past: 

Chris will always be Larry’s brother and Ann will always be Larry’s girlfriend in the backyard.

The apple tree represents Larry after his disappearance. It also symbolises the Kellers’ lives after 
Larry’s death; it was planted to mark the beginning of Kate’s ‘fantasy’ that Larry is still alive. As a 

biblical parallel to the Book of Genesis, 

The baseball glove represents the characters’ memories of him before he left for the war. The letter 

confirms Larry’s suicide; it brings finality, negating the fiction and fantasies constructed around 
Larry’s ‘disappearance’. 

Steve’s hat is worn by George and represents his faith in his father. The newspaper is read for its 

classified (profit, business) and book (intellect, sophistication, moral high-ground) sections. The 

story of Chris’s heroic company is symbolic of both Chris’s ideals (of sacrifice and responsibility) as 
well as his guilt.

CHARACTERISATION.

Names: Biblical allusions in ‘Joe’ and ‘Chris’, Kate Keller is denoted as ‘Mother’.

Joe as tragic hero who makes an ‘incorrect moral choice’ which he must atone for and as an 

Everyman who is presented as a ‘man among men’.

Chris as contradictory hero figure: idealistic, embodies Christian virtues, demands self-sacrifice, yet 
accepts materialistic values of his milieu and denies his father’s guilt.

George as foil to Chris: stuck in the past, alienated, aimless (vis-a-vis Chris’s idealism and family)

Greek chorus: Jim and Sue represent the rest of the community. Jim as authorial voice. Frank and 
Jim are set up as foils, representing superstition / science and optimism / pessimism respectively.

GENRE AND EFFECTS.

Social Realism. Naturalistic. Moralistic. Tragic. Tension. Menacing. Cold. Humorous. Surreal. 
Quotidian. Mundane. Stylised. Hyperbolic. Operatic. Searing. 

This provisional list of dramatic methods is not representative. Add to this list through your course of study.



DRAMATIC STRUCTURE

TRAGEDY
FREYTAG’S  PYRAMID

CLIMAX

Reversal
Falling Action

Catastrophe
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Exposition consists of early 
material providing the theme, 
establ ishing sett ing and 
introducing major characters 
and sometimes early hints of 
the coming conflict.

EXPOSITION

Rising action is an increase in 
t e n s i o n o r u n c e r t a i n t y 
developing out of the conflict.

DENOUEMENT

The moment of reversal is called the 
peripeteia in classical tragedy. The 
protagonist’s fortunes change 
irrecoverably and at some point, he 
realises his tragic flaw (hamartia).

The falling action is a culmination 
to the final catastrophe and 
invokes catharsis (emotional 
purgation) for the audience.

The catastrophe presents 
the hero su!ering for an 
earlier choice and that 
choice causes su!ering to 
those the hero loves or 
wants to protect.

The climax is the moment of 
greatest tension, uncertainty 
or audience involvement. 
Sometimes called the crisis.

An intensification of the conflict in 
a story or play. Complication builds 
up, accumulates, and develops the 
primary or central conflict.

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072405228/student_view0/drama_glossary.html#conflict
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072405228/student_view0/drama_glossary.html#conflict


SCENE SYNOPSIS CONCERNS / EVIDENCE

1.1
(3)

The fallen apple tree: Joe, Frank and Jim 
discuss the tree and Larry

1.2
(10)

Larry is dead: Joe and Chris tussle over Larry’s 
death

1.3
(18)

Past versus present: Kate’s fantasy and the 
Chris-Ann relationship

1.4
(24)

The unforgiven: Steve’s guilt and backstory told 
by Joe

1.5
(35)

The proposal: Chris declares his love; relates his 
horrific war experience

1.6
(39)

Steve’s Son: Ann receives call from George; Joe 
reacts to his arrival

SCENE OUTLINE



SCENE OUTLINE

SCENE SYNOPSIS CONCERNS / EVIDENCE

2.1
(44)

The guilty: Kate and Ann are anxious about 
George; Sue claims everyone knows Joe is guilty

2.2
(55)

Revenger’s tragedy: George recounts his 
father’s version of events

2.3
(62)

Welcome: Kate and Joe express desire for 
George to move back 

2.4
(68)

Devil’s workshop: George, Kate and Joe discuss 
the workshop incident

2.5
(74)

Confession: Chris tells Kate about him and Ann; 
Joe admits wrongdoing

3.1
(79)

Bulldozing: Joe forces his way; Ann’s bad faith; 
Chris’s departure

3.2
(88)

Bullet with butterfly wings: Chris reads the 
letter; Joe’s suicide


